
Hear Every Voice 

PRESCHOOL:  
ACTIVITIES FOR FOUR MINUTES AND BRINGING THE FIFTH TO LIFE 
At noon, play introduction from principal Jerry Parker.  Explain to children that they 
are about to listen to a song – and that they should listen carefully because at the 
halfway point, the mood of the song will change, and they will be invited to sing-
along. 

Tim Miller audio begins with somber recording of “This Little Light of Mine” and 
transitions to more happy, boisterous version – children are asked to join in singing 
after transition. 

PRESCHOOL DURING:  For 2 minutes, children listen quietly. Then, for second 2 
minutes, children sing along with Tim Miller. 

FIFTH MINUTE:  Focus is “Let My Light Shine” 

Have children think about the sentence “My Light Shines When I… 
“ have them draw their answer, or open discussion around what it 
means to “shine your light” and how might we each...?   

EXTENSION: 

Take picture of each child. Caption the photos with their answers.  
Make class book. 

Create a bulletin board display with mirror in the middle, include 
words from children’s dictations around the mirror with board 
caption, “My Light Shines When I…”   

Bring Flashlight for Morning Meeting.  Start with having each child 
say “I shine when I…” then they ask, “when do you shine?” and 
pass the flashlight to next person.  With older children, they can 
extend with “I think your light shines when you…” and share a 
kind observation about the next person.  

Songs to play for extension could include “Sing” by the Carpenters 
and “Let There be Peace on Earth” to encapsulate tolerance and 
openness to differences.  
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YOUNG ELEMENTARY:  
ACTIVITIES FOR FOUR MINUTES AND BRINGING THE FIFTH TO LIFE 
At noon, play introduction from principal Jerry Parker.  Explain to children that they 
are about to listen to a song – and that they should listen carefully because at the 
halfway point, the mood of the song will change, and they will be invited to sing-
along. 

Tim Miller audio begins with somber recording of “This Little Light of Mine” and 
transitions to more happy, boisterous version – children are asked to join in singing 
after transition. 
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2-5TH:  
ACTIVITIES FOR FOUR MINUTES AND BRINGING THE FIFTH TO LIFE 

K-2ND DURING:  For 2 minutes, children listen quietly. Then, for second 2 minutes, 
children sing along with Tim Miller. 

FIFTH MINUTE:  Focus is “Let My Light Shine” 

Have children think about the sentence “My Light Shines When I… “ Open 
discussion around what it means to “shine your light” and how might we 
each...?   

Make a poster right after four minutes “My Light Shines When I… “ Attach 
posters to paint stirrers and have children walk through school being “seen”  

EXTENSION: 

Take picture of each child. Caption the photos with their answers.  Make 
class book. 

With older children, have them answer second question, “how can I share 
this with others?” 

Create a bulletin board display with mirror in the middle, include words 
from children’s dictations around the mirror with board caption, “My Light 
Shines When I…”   

Bring Flashlight for Morning Meeting.  Start with having each child say “I 
shine when I…” then they identify another child and how their light shines, 
extending flashlight to next person with  “I think your light shines when 
you…” and share a kind observation about the next person.  

Songs to play for extension could include “Sing” by the Carpenters and “Let 
There be Peace on Earth” to encapsulate tolerance and openness to 
differences. 

Include time in 20 mornings-worth of morning meetings for open questions, 
then guide discussion so every voice is heard.   
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At noon, play introduction from principal Jerry Parker.  Explain to children that they 
are about to listen to a song – and that they should listen carefully because at the 
halfway point, the mood of the song will change, and they will be invited to sing-
along. 

Tim Miller audio begins with somber recording of “This Little Light of Mine” and 
transitions to more happy, boisterous version – children are asked to join in singing 
after transition.   

For this age group, before the song, encourage them to think of their own lights, 
that is “As you enter the four minutes of listening, ask yourself, ‘when and how do I 
shine? How can I share my light with others?” 

OR, if observing silence – enter into the fifth minute asking children the same 
questions below, but rather than “shining light,” frame in terms of “hear my voice.”  

2nd grade and Up DURING:  For 2 minutes, children listen quietly. Then, for 
second 2 minutes, children sing along with Tim Miller. 

FIFTH MINUTE:  Focus is “Let My Light Shine”  (“Hear My 
Voice”) 

Have children think about the sentence “My Light Shines 
When I… “ (“I Am Heard When I..”) 
Write a sentence, couple of sentences, essay or take 
dictation on the topic. Have them complete the follow-up 
statement “I can share my light with others by…” (“I can 
share my voice with others by…”) 

EXTENSION: 

Take picture of each child. Caption the photos with their 
answers, or attach with written work.  Make class book, or 
use do decorate wall outside classroom. 

Have children think in terms of community, what if we all 
used our lights (our voices) to make our community a better 
place? Open discussion around sharing light (sharing voices) 
more broadly.  Perhaps write letters to public officials to 
open relationships and consider how change is made. “Who 
needs my voice the most, and how can I help them be 
heard?”
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MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL :  
ACTIVITIES FOR FOUR MINUTES AND BRINGING THE FIFTH TO LIFE 

At noon, play introduction from principal Jerry Parker.  Then listen to four minutes 
of “lost voices and the voices of those who have triumphed over racial 
discrimination and the lingering injustices resulting from widespread illiteracy.” 
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Middle and High 
School 

FIFTH MINUTE:  Focus is “Hear Every Voice” 

Have students consider the questions generated by Grady in the 
video. Can make their own Smart Phone videos, or submit written 
responses.  

If written, compile in one document and share with all.  

QUESTIONS: 

• Imagine what America would be like if slavery never 
existed, and if Africans had come here by choice rather 
than being kidnapped?  What would be different? 

• Voices were silenced, but we can still hear them and feel 
them in things happening today. What do those Voices say 
to you? 

• Voices defied the odds and triumphed over silence in the 
face of racial discrimination and the lingering injustices 
resulting from widespread illiteracy.  What difference have 
they made? Where would we be without those voices? 

• What are you going to do to change the Silence?  Complete 
the following sentence:  ‘My Voice should be heard because 
... 

• How can I use my voice for the future – that is, how can I 
help someone else be heard? 

Alternative essay, discussion or response topic:  It is (1 year, 10 
years, 100 years from now.)  Imagine every voice is heard. What 
does that look like?
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